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MURRAY. KENTUCKY THURSDAY, Ntiv

STANDS BY WILSON

ItER

19r4

.1.00 PZA YEAR,

Hanbery, of llopkinsville, was
left arm had been .cut off and
ed universal sorrow and regret.
appointed by Gov. McCreary
cannot be found.
No man in this region had
and presided. The jury returnSeveral shotgun wounds were
wider acquaintance, and none
ed a verdict of guilty and fixed
found in the body. MUch blood
haabeen more active and earnMajority in State Wiil be 30111/901 the fine
at .$7,500.
Under the Laden With Foodstuffs For Bel- was found near. Three negroes A Number of Calloway Homes Vis- eat in
promoting all public moveWhile 2 Senators and 9 Conlaw a fine is a i•evocetion of the
gian Sufferers, Big Ship
are suspected of the crime.
ited by the Death Angel Due I ments which he conceived to be
greismeo Will support Him
State franchise, and the compaPersons who had failed to see
Departs.
Ng the Past Ten Days.
for the benefit and advancement
ny did not operate in this judi.
Royce for several days went to
of the people.
cial district last year, but did
his.place, on the Miller Station
For several weeks he had not
Louisville; Ky., Nov. 4.--Ken.; purchase tobace) at Owensboro, New York, Nov. 3. -- The pike to day. They found the
Death's harvest in Calloway been at all well, and apparently
tesky stands squarely by Prod.! Hopkinsville and several other American steamship Massapequa barn locked, and by prying off county
the past ten (lays has on account of his health, had bedent Woodrow Wilson and in-' Kentucky cities,
chartered and loaded by the some planks entered to find three been a heavy one and as a result come deeply depressed. Some
dossed his policiee at Tuesday's' The Kentucky Court of Ap- Rockefeller Foundation to con- horses therein. One was dead many
homes have been made of his closest friends say his
election by rolling up a Demo- peals will hear oral arguments vey food to starving Belgians, and the other two almost dead sad.
_
'mental coodition had approachcratic majority of over 30,000 November 10, and a dicision is s 'led for Rotterdam this after- I from starvation and thirst. Be'
Miss SusturPerry, a highly ed that of_acute melancholia in
and electing two United States (ezpected slortly afterward. If n )n. The Massapequa, with a coming alarmed at this discov, the last few days: but to the cit•woman,
senators, nine congressmen and the Commonwealth is successful argo representing an expendi- ery, further inquiry as to Royce esteemed h
, izens generally, recalling his
a julge of the court of appeals. the company will _appeal the ture of $3(1),000; is the first of was made, and as far as could resided near Locust Grove church buoyant personality,
cordial
•
The present national ado-thins,-case to the United States Su- several ships to sail for Belgian! be learned no one had seen him died last Friday at about 75'greetings
and
cherry
laughter,
years of age. She is survived
tration was the only issue insthe pre=
.
relief at the expense of the'for eleven days.
the news of his rash act came as
Kentucky campaign, and ihe I t Really D Oeti Relieve RIleuma- Ro k .f 11.
Mr.
Royce
was
widower
a
and by many relatives in the county, a stunning blow.
undation
Legal
outcome is highly satisfactory!
The three year old daughter
some months ago lived
than thirty•six liours were re-until
i
t ism. •
To Protect the State's Game.
to the party leaders and cam-1
eon the farm. Some time ago of Haus Story and wife, of Lynn
quired forloading. the stevedores
F:verybody
is
who
efflict‘d
paigif managers.
The Demoworking night and day stowing his house was destroyed by fire Grove, died Sunday after a
Every county in Kentucky
erats carried every district in , with Rheumatism in any form away the supplies as fast as'and since that time he has had brief illness of ,prieumoilia. The
the state except the Tenth and should by all means keep a bot- they arrived. The original es- a room.in the Kimbrough Hotel loss to these young people is in- will be patrolled by two game
Eleventh, which returned Re- tle of Sloan's Liniment en hand. timate of the cost of the cargo buildingebpre. No one has sen!
deed a sad one, and they have wardens, acting directly under
.
The millet you feeqnsin or sorep
a s o coneress. .
was increased it is said hl him about his room for eleven the sympathy of many relatives-Iinstructions for the game and
i ness
in a j nt or mascle, bathe
commission, rom
ove As was forecast, the Bull Moose
bout '530 000 by reaeon of hea- 1 days. Mr. Royce's ann. Mal. tand friends throughout
the couns,
_
it with Slotn 's I igiment
Do
.
a
'
her
s
until January 1, when the
made a miserable showing in
vy purchases and a sudden ad. 1 colm Royce, of Winchester. was Y.
' '•
•
penetrates. aance
,
Tneqday's election_ and. ceased ; -rub it.' '•loan'il
in the market price when •I notitled of his faiher's absence The two year old child of game season will close. The
s
- •
unmealately
'almost
right
the
to
•
season opens November 15.
came here to-day.
political
to be a
*knell learned that Rockefeller
party within .
.
Woodard Outland and wife, of Executive
Agent J. Q. Ward,
the meaning of thelaw in Ken- i seat of pain, rb,lieing She hot, money was being spent.
Despondency Due to Indigestion. near Cherry, died last Sunday who has
just appointed 30 distucky.
Hereafter the Moose tender, swollen 'feSling and mak- The Massapequa was taken;
'night after a brief illness. Ma- trict
the part easyt,and comfortawardens, with 'directions
will be „rrcquired to nominate ing
from her regular run, New York! It is-not at all surprising that ny friends extend sympathy
'
,
.
(it
ble.
*^--a
bottle
to
select
Linof
Sloan
a warden in every coun's
candidates by petition like the
to Weet Indies, and is expected ' persons who have indigestion , the bereaved parents.
iment
for
25c
ty,
a
ny
of
where
druggist
:
there is none _now,
Socialists, erohibitionists and ,
to make the trips to Rotterdam become discouraged and despond..
The three year old eon of Hen; will call into-operation to preshave sit in. thes_heuse-against •
----------a,=--.,,
--other loser partec
in emus sixteen ays. isii sup-lents Here are a few words of re
TasSor and wife, of near vent hunting out of season or
and swollen joints
• on board are consigned
Those elected to the congrese colds,sore
. .' plies
.
to . hope and cheer for them by Mrs. Bethel,
.
,
rheumatism,
died the past week and without a license every available
neuralgia,
sciatica
were: '
the American Consul at Rotten' Blanche Bowers, Indiana,
Pa. the remains were carried to agency. He is sending notices
.
and
ailments.
like
Your
money
Senators-Short Term-eJohnson !
dam. By him and an organized For years my digestion was so
Marshal county for burial. This for publication in every county
if not satisfied, but it does ; Relief Committee
N. Camden (Dem.) •
----- • - ;back
1
.
.
the food will, poor that I could only eat the is
the second death in this fend- paper,- advising' hunters of the
give
almost
instant
relief.
Senator, Full Term-J. C. W.
:be distributed. Those who are lightest foods. I tried everyly
within the past ten days.
action -of the -slepartment: he is
--i - Couple Drowned in Ohio River. table to pay will be charged ac- 1 thing that I heard
Beckham (I)ern.) •
of to get recalling
hunters and hunting
o .Wilkins, aged about 60
Representative. First District!
I tual cost price for the food and lief, but not until about a year Clint
to
clubs
assist,
and the wardens
years, died at the home of Jeff
i E-vansville, Ind., Nov. 2.-'to others it -wilt-- be distributed ago when I saw Chamberlain
-Alberi W. Barkley t Dent)
's
city,have
directions
to call on the
Representative. Second Djs- Ivan Heer and Miss Ruth Rech-1 free. ..
i Tablets advertised and got a bot- 'Acree, southwest of the
county
judges.
sheriffs
and countrict -D. H. Hincheloe 4 Dem.) man, of Cave-in-Rock, Ill., were The Massapequa did not carry;tle of them, did I fini the right Monday night. He was a highty
attorneys
to
assist
them.
ly
esteemed
drowned
citizen and is sun
in the Ohio River to. a representative of the ,Rocke-' treatment. I soon
Representative, Third District
began to imvived by many relatives and . These wardens will go horsesiday and their bodies have not:feller Foundation or of the Bel-R. Y. Thomas (Dem.)
prove, and since taking a few
back or in buggies and their vie' d • Th b ' I
Representative, Fourth Dis- been recovered. The young cou- gian Relief Commission. as it boles of them my digestion
p
is
itations
.
will be without warning.
ple were in a skiff on their way takes from fifteen to twenty , fine."
trict-Ben Johnson iDem.)
For sale by all dealers. in. thesalettertg-gesasenard.
Instructions
as to the character
Representative, Fifth District to Caseyville. Ky., to be married days for the tills' to Rotterdam. • •
I The two-year
,old son of I'lous of their duties and the Nay they
Kentucky
Tobacco
Works
Assigns.
'
.
,
when
the
boat struck a snag and Wiaclitre Rose. of the Interne.:
-Swagsr Siierley (Dem.)
S te . f
Steil . d'ed"Nare to perform them are expli•Representative, Sixth District was turned over, both losing tional Health Commission, and
- Tuesday night after-short ill- cit.
Following the failure of the
their lives before occupants of a other representatives of the
-Arthur B. Rouse (Dem.)
ness. The ' burial was in the •
Market hunters, and those vslid
Representative, Seventh Dis- nearby launch could go to their Rockefeller Foundation are ex- Citizens Bank, of this
, city, the West Fork graveyard.
hunt
out of season or without a
Kentucky
Tobacco
Works filed a
trict
J. Campbell Cantrill rescue..
• •pected to sail next week and ovMrs.
license
•
are the particular obMike
near
Finney,
i
deed
of
of
assignment
and
R.
T.
(Dem.,
er take the Massapequa.
. Linn Elected Judge.
jects
of
Coldwater,
this surveillance. Sandied
Wells
last
was
Saturday.
named
as
assignee.
Representative, 'Eighth Disincprovisions carried by the
.
violators
An
and trespassers
(It*
extended
notice
The
of
gives
her
death
its
liabilities,
at
Helm
(Dem.)
trict-Harvey
Attorney Sam Crossland re- Massanse ua will be sent from !
fi..rm
handled
must
appears
by the local aube
elsewhere
in this issue
$50.(k)0 and assets of about
Representative, Ninth District ceived a telegram at noon today Rotterdam to Brussels. Antwerp
thorities
wardene
and
of
are inthe
Ledger..
-W. J. Fields ( Dem. I
from his • son Ed Crossland at and other Belgian cities, where ''''')'4:"-I Failure 'ci make coffeelandowners,
structed
inform
to
tions
upon
large
sales
of
menu- Charley Darnell. a young man
Representative, Tenth District Tu,ea, Ok.. stating that he was they will be distributed to local
who ask them to arrest such vio-John W. Langley (Rep.)
ye4terday elected to the Office of communities under the direction factured tobacco delivered in the of the west side and a son of Risl
Representative,:Eleventh Dis- commonwealth's attorney by a of the American Ambassador to cotton section of the south is ley Darnell, died the past week , lators, that they should go te.....
the primary cause of the a-- of typhoid -fei'eie ° The burial their county authorities.
trict- -Caleb Powers (Rep.)
moj irity of 1.000. The tele- Great Britain and the Minister
Mr. Ward sass the successful
signment.
This firm is one of took place Friday in the Antioch
The only new member of the gram _ stated that Conn Linn to Holland. The relief commit- work
of the department last
oldest
gro..,
in
the
the
city
an its grave yard.
state's delegation in the lower won the race for circuit judge. , tees have taken over all the
year
in
the fight against mar
failure
is
greatly
eleplored.
branch of congress will be D. H. Mr. Crosetand is a brother of cery stores in the Belgian‘scities1
Mrs. McNabb, of near Stella. keting hinting followed by a
Kincheloe. ;of Hopkins county, [Vice Judge C. B. Crossland, of and will distribute the food'
Rye's Majority 20,000.
died the past week at about 56 , drys good breeding season,
has
who will succeed: Congressmen Paducah, and for several years from them.
years of age. The remains were made game birds plentiful this
Many persons in Belgium have
A. O. Stanley, of the Seeped has been in Tulsa. He is now a
Nashville, Tenn., Nov. 4.- carried to Farmington for burl*
fall, and if the hunters co.operDistrict, on March 4, next.
deputy attorney and will sue- plenty of ready money on hand, With the returns from the e;ecate
with the department the
Jas
Waldrop
aged
about
1S
For judge of the court ,of ap- coed in January Pat Malloy, ., it is said, and these will be re- tion for governor in Tennessee .
sport,
will be unusuallY good.
'ears
toand
a
son
Kite
of
Waldrop
peals Judge 1./toll:n *Hart, of who wan in the congressional quieed to pay for their provi- yesterday almost 'complete '
of
near
Coldwater,
died
the
past
Mrs:
-county,
well
;the
known
Adair
skins. Those who have no mon- night, Thomas-C. Rye, the DemDemocratic race. Mr. Linn is
James Urges Use-ef Conine,
after a brief illness of tycandidate. won :with ease over
l ey will be fed free of charge. ocratic nominee, has carried the week
Paducah.-- Paducah Sun.
.
!lenitv
pnoid fever. .
Judge James Denton, of Pulaski
i
Washington.
1.The money paid t
by -the rich will state by ah
— ev.
- 3.--The cotmajority of between h
An Active liver Means
e-evulity. Judge Hart will sucused
ton
by
be
is
not
Mrs.
John
the
Kentucky's
Reromrnittees
20,000
and
i
23,000
in
well
over
his
Whales'.
a
product.
I
If you want good health, a future relief work.
ceed Judge J. P. Hobson on the
publican opponent. Goy. Ben W. known woman of the east side but Mrs. 011ie Jas, wife of
bench of the-,highest court from clear complex)on, and freedom
• Hooper. The latter has admit- of the county, died the first of Senator James, is heartily in fal
_ vor of all projects that will help
the Third district on January 1, ftbn't Dizziness; Venstitiation. , Don't Delay Treating 'lour ;ted
his defeat in a telegram to the week.
- Coughs
Biliousness, Headache and Indi-,
next._
the sale of this southern corn•
sl-Rye, in which he congratulated
One e.me
For; One Against.dity
__
Raporissfro
A slight cough often becomes! the Democratic candidat
.
m over the state gestion, take IX. King's New
She
indicate dill it was one of thel Lite Pills. 11ky drive out ier- seri sus. lungs get congesteds' Two-thirds of both houses of
thinks many housekeep.
..
The question
of whether stock era could now
quietest Sdections perhaps ever mentmg and: unnipeoted foods, ' Bronchial T bes fill with
well turn to the
mucous the Legislature elected yestershould be permitted to run at methods
clear the Blood anda
are t onsti-, Your vitality is reduced. You day are Democratic..
of their mothers and
he:d over the
st
te'large
.
in Swann and'
Brinkley grand-mothers, and lay
patiOn. Only 25c. at- your drug- need Dr. Bell'. Pine-Tar-Hone
The two Republicans and eight
in their
precincts or whether they should cotton
May Boy 5,000,000_Psacds Tobacco. gist.
by the bolt this • fall ine' It soothes your hTitated air pas- Democrats representing Tennes- s
oe confined attracted considera-!stead of •
in the spring,
sages, loosens mucous and makes see in Congress were re-elected,
as so
E. D. Miller Makes Assignment.
Henderson, Ky., Oct. 31.- -In
ble attention in these two MItg• I man.,--10.
your system resist Colds. Give the closest race- -being 'between
•
isterial districts at the election!
the event the Imperial Tobacco
"If each housekeeper would
the ils.layeand,Children Dr. Bell's Congressman Sims and his Relast Tuesday, and as a result' take stock
Company wins it* crew now be- E. D. Miller, druggist of this
in her linen mom and
Pine-Tar-Honey. It's guaran- publican opponent, •Deford.
Brinkley voted to keep them up
fore the Court of Appeals. on , city, filed a petition in voluntary teed to
how
plan
many
thing;she could
help
Sims
them.
has
at
25e.
Only
defeated
Deford by
appeal from tne Union Circuit bankruptcy at Paducah last Sat- your druggist.
while Swann voted to let the"' replace with cotton before win1
about
1,600
majority.
• run at Ware.
Cour:, in which the tobacco cone ' urday for the benefit of his(Tea.
ter begins, she would be sun
pany was fined $7,500 on two in- Hors and his liaise of business
Body Shoved Under Rubbish.
Lee Curd, who has been loeatprised to see how much cotton
Hoptown Man Slays Himself.
• •
• .
dictmetits alleging it fixed and in this city wts dosed Monday.
she could use in
various
ed in Bastrop. La.. where he is
,,.....0
torms.,.
Mr:ler
has
been
engaged in
said
Mrs.
:lamescontrolled the priees of tobacco Mr.
Carhsn•, Kv„ Nay, s, flues 'employed by the Falls City ConHopkinsville, Ky.. .Nov. 1. "Iteitides, one can never have
in this county, the eomparly will the drug business here for some T. i‘e,yee. 70 years old, i struction Co.. in the erection of With a bullet in his heart anti- a
too
much bedding or household
earning,
.
time,
m
to
-enema' fronl farmer,•..who mYsteriously di.- a mum house. was married lastiliaomolver by his side. W. A. Wil-'linens,
be in the tobacco market this
and if they would besmes
:
ti _t
d...leiTaho
year for Se000,000 pounds of this atitaia
fa
gil°utre ofbatt7a 's appearted. Was murdered and his •Sunday to His* Irene Jones, of gus, one of Hopkinsville's fore- . Ferly patriotic we should try "tiro
ethIs
eI n
year's crop. This fact was made Ilasel Meretstitile C0.. in which body. after being terribly midi- that Place; Mr. Curd is a eon most citizens, was found ins the ,aeiLico
e ‘tN.
to
anv.deove
dnuti.finw
e
s?v-cdo 'have
known to
by a repreSenta• ;Me Miller owned stock, is as- listed. was ehoved under a pile of Is., A- Curd and wife. of Pen- throes of 'death early Sunday
a
ton;sinons
titlheerrma
atedril
a s.
re Aerrlion(
t,
t,n,TRI
his ha- of weeds and fence mile on his ny.sand is a well known. young morning by Judge W. S.
tive of the vmpane. • - '• .s. , 'signed tor his failure.
.
bilittesare
Once('
at
about
$.13,The eonyst was indicted by
farm near here, wheri,----it was man and has a hosit -of' friends at whose resislenee on :.South Mimeo will not last ferever, and
'
w
!
a Henderson county grand jury 1*)°
til
as
ietso
armun-hng
found in a decomposed condition in-this county with whom the -Main street, he boarded. , - _41,1*
t
"
whereit N a thing of the past
approximately
MilIntl
tes- tremendously lad-- —
- fit Ms!. .1913. Th' (441* -WI" 1ehits many•trwiids who regrefin4t•nr.-4rtivrimattifittrtit'Prfsitc:4ibmilirerietTilitirrrtntni-''lints* - The add& *ii:CirriFirt
. he .
welriada
tto caurt.. to f‘,
.---sesweit,44) -1114 •Urt4011 Circuit to learn of-his anemia ifework :wepici_frtasi..44--,body _iimUnar..;l>.1144 ..-PIONintPlatiOliikeivd best most Anviang-trallogliW
IRstoatzlet.--Esiffr
ithaff• •
- '- - -es.
i-r;Si - trill. ...nitric T.
near it.....frhe right - hand and wishes.
history of the city and has eaus- 4 way,,- ••••-.-- - ,, _..._.
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TRE MURRAY LEDGER.

TURKISH WARSHIPS
ATTACK RUSSIANS
IS

FEW
WAR

NOTIFIED

Vancouver. B. C.-Customs officials
were officially informed here that a
state of war existed between Great
Britain and Turkey.

CHANGES

REPORTED

PEACE
DOWN BICARRANZA
TERMS LAID

BY

VILLA AND ZAPATA MUST RETIRE
TO PRIVATE LIFE-TRY TO
BREAK UP CONVENTION.

OFFICES

OF WARRING
NATIONS

BRITISH TAKEN PRISONERS

The Russian Ambassador at Constant
tinople Announces Rupture of Diplomatic Relations With Turkey to Sublime Porte.

•

Y

GERMANS WIN IN
ARGONNE FORESTS'

SEBASTOPOL IS BOMBARDED SY
TURKISH SQUADRON-BLACK
IlEa FLEET IN BATTLE.

VANCOUVER

MURRAY

MESSAGE CAUSES TURMOIL

Amsterdam Hears That Ostend Has
Been Evacuated - Battle Near
Nitta
Renewed-Attacks
South of Nieuport Fail.

Provisional President Etter

His

Willingness to Leave Country If
His Absence Will Tend to Reestablish Country's Peace.

OIL •COMPANIES

INDICTED

Criminal Charges Preferred Agpolosi
Standard and Gulf Refinery In
Courts of New Jersey.
Iersey City. N. J - It was reporlee
; here that criminal indictments had
liven voted by the Hudson mune,
Standard Oil
grand jury agalst
Co of New Jersey and the Gott lea
fining company, which have been en
gaged in a rate war on gasofthe' In
Hudson and Essex tountles within the
pest few niontlis.
'the indictments, according to the
report, were two in number. It was
said that they would be handed eve,
court and that they were found under
the se called Seven Sisters laws
The witnesses testified before Use
grand jury as to the part playeti by
the two companies in the reeent rapid
lowering of prices tin gessiline el 11111
son county.
Under the so-called Seven Stearin,
law a torporiyation could be biked
guilty of a misdemeanor and puniehed
hy fine of 81,00o or more, or trupdoon
went for the offenses fur whose actf
were adjudged illegal, or both.

Amsterdam. via laandon.---Both the
Slexiso City.
The resignation of
Band•lablad and the Telegrael report
aen. Venustiano Carranza as provithat the Germans have evacuated
_
genial president am! first chief of the
latend.
4111111111111111INIIIPM164
---'7- aSalel
Among th• American women who
onstItuttoual army. based on the conParts.-The following official corn
Petrograd.-The semi-official Hut are personally affected by the war In
dition that Gins. Villa and Zapata re-,
Inunicatioh was issued heresten news agency says that because of . Europe is the Viscountess Achetion.
Blythe H. Henderson is assistant tire to private lift, was read to the
"ha Belgium, according to the latest
the attack by the German-Turkist whose husband Is serving In th• Britadvice., there is nothing to report In chief of transportation exhibits at the Aguas Callentes peace convention.
warships against the Russian Black eh army. Sh• ,a the dasighter of for
Panama-Pacific •spositIon. He was Gen. (-arrant* 4.14(44 expressed a wit
the region of Nieuport or Dixinude.
Sea coast the Russian government en- rear Ambassador J. Ridgely Cart•r.
'tin our left wing the enemy has born In Terre H•ute, Ind., In 1868, and ilugneits to leave the country if his
joined the same day the Russian am
absence would tend to the re-establish
directed violent attacks against the 111°v" to Californi
a in 1887'
bassador at Constantinople 41 ;iii
anent of prate.
front of the British treops and on the
Disruption of Illinois Orgassizaltso•
flounce to the sublime pone the rup
The message caused a turmoil in
so banks of the Labassee Canal
Seems Likely-Election of Grace
tune of diplomatic relations with Tur
the convention hall and at one time
without obtaining any success
Wilbur Trout Starts Trouble.
key and his departure with all tie
apectators tried to intervene and
"There has been a recrudescence of
members of his embassy and censul
break up the meeting. What action
Chicago
I sisruption of the lashes
"A Massacre, Not a Fight," Is the Way activity in the region of Rheims and Botha Takes Field Against Rabe,
ales.
' was taken on the reagnatiou was not Equal Suffrage association Is sold
along the heights of the Meuse at the
Turkish warships are reported to
Correspondents Describe Battle
Battle Front of 3 Miles-Rebel
known here.
south Of Fresnes-on-Woevre.a s
be threatened as the result .if Owl re
have bombarded Sebastopol and a
in West Flanders.
Positions Captured.
In deniancling that Villa and Zapata election of Grace Wilbur Trout as
Berlin. via Itondon.- An official
Turkish squadron has attacked the
retire.
Gen. Carransa said:.
president, of thr organization.
Russian Black Sea fleet. sinking a
London -The lurid glare of burning statement issued by the German army
London -Official announcements by
"There is a greater ambition than
Mrs. Media McCormick, chairman
mine layer and a torpedo boat destroy- bushes, with shadowy figures lined general headquarters says:
the South African government reveal that of being resident
"Our attacks to the south of tileu
of the eepublia, ofthe national congireyislonal commit
er and capturing a collier.
faintly against a tackground of smoke,
the
fact
that Great Britain has a real and that is to hold such military
one tee of the National ataseisiation of
With these big events and what they working like deruons in an inferno of port and to the east of Ypres Sri- war on her hands in that part of the
nipotence as to penult one man to Suffragists and a leader in ark facia on
spell in the apparently inevitable, fur- their own creation; the spiteful rattle being successfully corainued. Eight world. The seriousness of the Boer
'oversway all powers of union. The in- Mrs. Trout, syera
if 'a-bolt had
ther extension of hostilities. Turkey of machine guns; the roar of bursting machine guns and Las0 British soldiers rebellion is shown by the 'announcesistency of Gen. Villa in keeping com- been determlued up. u.
remained at the forefront of the news shells; the impact of driven bayonet have been captured.
ment made by the official press bu mand
of a division supposed to be alt
"In the Argonne forest our troops
"It is under i-oneidefation." she re
against human flesh and hone; the
of the war.
reau of the war office in London that
powerful
and
at
the
same•tin
have
occupied
preie
several
blockhouses Gen. Botha himself
plied.
Cites of wounded; shouts of triumph:
Turkey continues to refrain from has taken com- tending to
re-estatilish at once Constiassuming responsibility for the war- shrieks of despair; rivers running red and points of support.
At the bottom of the trouble lles
mand of British troops in the field, and
tutional
order
on the basis of the old the declination of the state (argentite
"To the northwest of Verdun the
like acts of the Turkish warships in with bleed, through heaped up piles of
that he is pursuing the rebels under
ret
.1e, is a (lest indleation that the don to support the policiea
the Black Sea. In spite of the fact deed-this is the battle of Flanders, as French attacked without success. In t:en. Byers, who was fornierly comof the
dream of this chief is toaeonstitte natiOnl orgeninitem, particula
that Turkish ships have sunk the Rus- London pictures it from the brief but the other parts of the western war ntander of the government forces.
rly wIth
himself arbiter of the destinies of reference
sian gunboat Donets and several ports hasty details telegraphed from the theater and in the eastern arena the
to the congressional black
A dispatch from Capetownateports a
Mexico with the faculties to appoint
situation is unchanged.'
without previous warning, the porte lighting front.
list and the ithafroth aruendmont
battle along a fronts extending three
a
president
,
elect
a
a- Congreas. eesign a Mrs. Trout has taken the position that
"A massacre, not a fight; a butchhas not yet officially declared war
miles, in vaiich the British stormed the
•
supreme court,-.and rule the governery, a shambles." such are the phrases
upon Russia.
the propaganda of the national lead
rebel defenses andwith the aid of arment of all the-states. I am ignorant ere
used over and over by correspondents
is contrary to the nonpartisan sectillery captured their positions, but
of Gen. Zapata's pretensions, but be- tion
endeavoring to give an inkling of the
the rebel forces themselves escaped.
of the organization's constitute...
lieve they will not diff sr greatly from
events of this bloodiest battle of the Emden,
The story of this fighting is painFlying Japanese Flag, Slips
those
of
Villa."
war. "No wiener is asked and none
fully reminiscent of that which ocInto Port of Penang and Blow* UP
!COTTON
Divided Over Question of Country is given. It is the battle of the basocurred 15 years ago, when the "Boers,
Russian and French Spate.
nets."
Preserving Neutrality-King Notialthough
greatly
inferior
in numbers.
•
fied of Cabinet Resignation.
Belgian regiments have been doteoutmaneuvered the Britlah stall point,
east Effect of Retie Efforts Shown is
mated to a third of their former fightTokyteraywo officers wed- eighty- and strained the resources of the emTexas-Agitation for Reduction
Carranza
to Block Villa on the South.
Rome.-The members of the cabinet ing strength; British troops stand grim four seamen on hoard the Russian pire to subdue them.
in Acreage Helps.
Has 10.000 Men at Leon and
presented their resignations to the and dogged in the face of fearful loss; cruiser Jemtchug were killed when the
The account states the advance was
Forces
in
Hills.
gallant
king.
Frenchmen shout with the lust German cruiser !admen torpedoed and so rapid that a few of the enemy and
Dallas, Tex --The first effects of the
The king reserved decision and in- of combat, and opposed to them in the sank her in Penang harbor.
several horses were captured. The
state and country-wide efforts to re
Washingt
on.
7
Official
reports
revited the presidents of the senate and sublime grandeur of death the solid
The British enTiliassa -here heard that main body of thejebels, however, got
neve cotton were shown In Tozer' In
chamber of deputies and leading ranks of Germans march unswerving- the Edmen had sunk a French destroy- away, they having removed their guns ceived here said Gen Careens& had
10,000
troops
at Leon, '25 miles South a rises of nearly one cent per pow"(
statesmen to confer wth him on the ly against a withering fire and literally er also.
ear!)
, without firing a shot.
of Aguas Calientes, ready to block any according to a statement Isateal hero
bestrew the landscape with their
situation.
Tokyo.-The British embassy hears
The official announcement of the
southward movement of Villa forces by .1. A. Kemp of Wichita, Falls, Tex .
It is generally believed that Premier corpses. There is no cWnce to bury that the German cruiser Emden, fly- pursuit by Gen. Botha of his former
in
the event the Aguas Callentes con- thairman of the executive committee
the
dead
or care for wounded; the ing the Japanese flag and disguised commander. Byers. states that the Brit-.
Salandra will be entrusted with the
vention
fails to effect a peaceful soh'. of the Teen Bankers' associaties.
ground
they lie on is harrowed and by the addition of a fourth smoke- isch troops came into touch with a
task of forming a new abinet within
.
. .
which has undertaken to help the
•
.
furrowed over awe over by the spray- stack. entered Penang, a British' pas- rebel commander at Rustembu
a few days.
e.
rg. In
Carranza
has
a
(onset-rattle force Texas situation. Middling cotes* in
The Italian cabinet has suffered ing bullets of trafietillenSes and the sion in the Straits aettlements. and the pursuit daring the whole day Gen.
in the hills southwest of Aguas Cali- Texas was generally- within a fraction
from the same division of opinion as tearing fragments of bursting shrap- fired torpedoes which sank the Rus- Botha has captured SO fully armed
a
, of seven vents tempered with six
entes, and the Leon
garrison
exists in the country at large. Italy's nel.
sian
cruiser
Jemtchug and a French rebels and several wounded. The pur_ -uates the railroad to alexia° City.dialer' cents a week ago.
And out of- The lhaos there looms destroyer
neutrality has been approved by the
suit is still patx'eeding.
Aguas calientes. Mexico.- A emit-.;
Mr. Kemp said the insportaul fac
whole cabinet, but some of the minis- one fact from which England at home - The German cruiser Emden, after
It is reliably reported that Col.
tion of delegations representing
may
extract some comfort. The Ger- her exploits in the Indian at can Maritz, whose treachery salaried
ters favored military -preparations at
Villa tors in the state committee's work
tire re- and Zapata
ruled the session of ,the are the providing of a loan fund, tb,
any cost, while others supported the mans seem to be stopped.
around India, where she sunk a score bellion, waa shot through the knee cap
Mexican national convention after ale agreement by Texas metalline's. time
Idea that the risk of Italy becoming
or more of British steamers, has ap- in the fighting at Keimoes.
stormiest and most exciting
involved through these measures was
Meeting eight tents is a fair bottom price,
parently shifted her scene of operaAndries de Wet is in command of
the assembly had witnessed. For a agitation ea reduction of acreage In
disproportionate to any advantage she
tions more to the eastward to the eft the German forces. -.Nisa official .an,
tinre thea•onfusion threatened to grow per cent next year. and 8111)&011gram:
might gain.
cinity of the Straits settlements. She nouncement has eet. been made of an
.
It Is asserted that Gen. Zupelli and Channel Ports Safe for a Time-Losses was reported as having sunk a Jail- invasion by the Germans of the Por- into a riot. Delegatea neat lied for their et food crepe for cotton
revolvets, but finally yielded to tie'
Vice-Admiral Neale will retain respect
on Both Sides Are Heavy
anese passenger steamer hound for. tuguese colony of Anaola, but the Porbecalming speei lies of their colleagues.
ively the portfolios of war and marine
tuguese minister here says that such a
Singapore.
Battle Rages
The outburst occurred shortly atter
Baron Sidney Sonnino, former -preThe Emden's entrance into the wa- movement would not be 5urpr!-."-the arrival of 26 Zapata representaLondca.-The German raid on the term of Penang was audacious. She The Portuguese arts making every pr.
neer, is spoken Of as minister of the ,
• aes. It developed that they
tame not Chic ago Executive and
Municipa'
treasure. and Tomasso Teton!. embus- channel ports. as It Is called here, came in under the guns of the fort. aration to defend the ei.1.311,)
.ynalorized deleturre.t. -but to learn
Judge in Verbal War-Court Acsador to France. as minister of for- seems to have been checked for the and after sinking the ceulier and the
ti
Is-as of the reeve-ratan before
cuses Police of Indifference
ellen affairs.
atime being, or, at any' rate. the tier destroyer escaped through the Strait
telegraphing for. credentials,:
Chicago 'Meyer Harrison lend the
Paulen
mans have made little, if any, prog of alalacra. The fate of the crew on
Martinez. one of the leaders. dee ribed Chicago
s ourt were arrayed
teas since they crossed the Yser canal hoard the Jemtehug is not yet known
the plan of As Alai the 'Zapata platform against_ eat la other when the
They. however. are still pushing with here•
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Arguments Are Heard.
Arguments were heard in the court
of appeals in the suit to test the conelltutionelity of the workmen's come
penitation art. Lawyers from all leoEXPERT ADVICE FROM DEPART.
dons of the state were preeenl to hear
MENT OF AGRICULTURE.
the argument's, which were made by
Aly-ays Geg
It to the
Robert T. Caldwell, of the attorney
Buttwat
ATTORNEY
GENERAL
WRITES general's office, representing the corn'
peneation board, sad Charles Carroll, Cases Where Rendered Deef or Veal
LETTER DEALING WITH WORKof Louisville, against the law. Among
Fat may Be Substituted for But
MEN'S COMPENSATION ACT.
the auditors were Senator Knight, of
ter-Introducing Variety Into
Louisville, who introduced the measth• Cenfections.
ure. and Johu Schneider, representing
union labor
Mr Carroll in his arguThere are, generally speaking, only
ment approved the purpose of the
two kinds of cake made b) the Ameriworkmen's compensation measure, but can
housewife; namely, sponge cakes
declared this ineaeure "vicious" and and
butter cakes The former never
For Calls, Wire
Striking Comparisons of the Cost of said that instead of being beneficial have butter in them and are frequentCuts, Lameness,
to the employe, for whose benefit it ly
Insurance-Overhead Expense
raised entirely by oneans of eggs.
Strains, Bunches
was oatennibly enacted, it has directly
Means Increased Cost.
The eggs usually provide the only
the
contrary
Thrush, Old Sores,
effect. Instead of doing moisture
used, but when eggs are ex"prompt average justice- and preventtSpecl.al Frankfort Correspondence)
Nail Wounds, Foot Rot
pensive, economy sometimes demands
Frankfort.--Strikine comparisons of ing accidents by requiring Payments that water be added and baking powFistula, Bleeding, Etc.Etc.
the cost of inkurance against liability in all cases, the law will have a ten- der used. In the latter kind, butter
Made Since 1846. MilAbt:Ird
for industrial accidents between the dency to make the employer less care- is generally used on account of its
.
state workmen's compensation plan ful about dangerous methods and flavor. Its effect on dough is to make
'Price, 25c, 50c and $1.00
and policies in indemnity companies, equipment, because he will already It tender and brittle instead of tough
a,c,Oft WRIT}
are contained in a letter a Horn by have, paid into a fund for the compen• and elastic.
Atty. Gen James Garnett chairman; Batton of injured workmen.
Sponge cakes are mixecLAfferently
the compensation board, to the secfrom butter cakes and
ould be
DIFFERENT THINGS IN MIND of
retary of the Manufacturers' and S'hip- Conservation is Vision.
baked in a cooler oven aeid about
itssociation
Under the auspices of the Kentucky one and one-fourth times as long
T...,•••Supposed Indireeruent of What pers•
He ascribes the difference in favor Medical assoeiation and the American The testa and rules for baking are
Lurlina Oiaapproved of Nearly
of the state plan to the difference in Medical association, Dr. J. A. Stuckey, the same for sponge cakes and butter
Led to a Quarrel
overhead expellees anti the accumuhej of Lexington, will deliver a lecture
at sakes
hong of reserve and profits to stock- I the court house on the "Conservati
Gingerbread and other highly spiced
on
'I oey were in the lure of the caholders, and declare,' the! 5o per cent of Vision." lir. Stuckey
will make sp.'. cakes may be (quieted as "but
bana. he and she Tom and Lurlina.
of the premiums paid indemnify corp., eta' references to the prevention of ter cakes," but for economy's
members of the family
The contralto was
paniee goes to these expenses.
are happy--appetites sharpen, things
Optlialmia Neonatorurn and Tracoma, pure rendered beef or veal taje may
atmindt•rstsinent was In !airline's
His letter, in part, follows:
brighten up generally. And Calumet
which is known to be prevalent in this be substituted for butter as flit flavor
•oico as she said:
-The law 'provides that the initial country, as well as the majority
Baking Powder is responsible for it alL
of the of the. fat will not be so evident as in
•Entirely toil low' Entirely"'
rates shall not exceed $1:25 per 9100 counties of Kentucky.
The lecture is other kinds of cake. /
aturpriee and uninletakable admits
For Calumet never fails. Its
of pay roll insured. Section 15, Sub.I of great importance in view of
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Sec. 23. and Section 22 are apparently laws enacted. The present campaign class of -butter c es." any butter'
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Our construction is that they may be expected to reach the proportions of amount of
called for is used.
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His heart ached with a deep poigndulled the longing for her. And beAt first the ahilunthmpist gave him
Quinby glanced tentatively at Kazia.
off, looking away. lie hands clasped live there. I meant clear out
beyond ant tenderness for her.
hind that had been a proud reluctance
They were
"Alt!
Perhaps I am intrudiug?" self &Initial wholly to Kasha lie showed
tightly in her lap, unclasped, then the edge of things as you know
them." silent again. . .
But after a time Quinby
to offer a love tainted by the tougues
fondled humorously, as one who her the splendors of his car, from the
went out in a little appealing gesture.
So he tole her uf the wilderness he drowsiness overcame ben and he slept
of scandal-mongers. But now the hunknows his weiCome are-Ahem is as- little kitchen, where her expert ad
as her eyes came back to him. "It had visited - of calm pellucid rivers
She
did
not
sleep.
Until morning sured.
ger for a great love-born on an isn't
miration brought a grin PeeD to Ihs
that I don't want to. I-I love that because noble lakes and then she kept her vigil beside
him. Somc•
autumn evening of his youth when he
Mark brought his whirling thoughts pudgy face of the Japanese cook, onto
you. But-eh, can't you understazer rushed madly down narrow rot ky times she would lean
over and touch
had come upon a frail slip of a girl
to a stop. "No, certainly riot
How could the love endure the little chuteseed oweeszretches of untouched his outflung hand.
Mrs. that plaset.sr cast of the ichthymeaurus
. ..
raptly gazing into the twilight, too
Quinbyl conspicuously placed at ono
Perform
ed
trials and frictions, the nearness, the forest, paIhle'.'1'll but the wild
an
lie
introWhen h., awoke the sun was well up
much a part of him to be elided even
nection. Quinby's bow was Ware* side of the library section.
commouplaceness of every-clay life to- things and the lonely, hardly less wild over the hills. Kazia
was storming in sive.
during the years of tierce blind strug"Truitt tells no.', Mrs. Whiting,
gether?"
trapper; of its silences and ragiegs. the dooraay, looking down the
that
lake.
gle and disappointment-made itself
see you have just begun. Per- you are, a nurse. A beautiful
"Ahl I wish you hadn't said that." She listened eagerly.
She
heard
him
stir
and
turned.
felt again, downing pride. . .
. He haps--" lie
A
fitting
He was staggered for the moment; to
paused again, suggesmitere for woman -woman,
"Let's go thetas, Koala "
saw her eyes.
He called up the Todd hospital, was
tender minister to safering!"
him her reason SUP UOt an empty one.
The augge-stion left her almost
"I Mittel..t you haven't slept at Mir: tively.
told that Mrs Whiting was not there,
"And
"You
it pays," Kazia smiled, "Metter
will join us? Mrs. Whiting,
But he went on firmly: eTtiat wouldn't breathleas for a moment. "Daratae?"
She did not answer that, but smiled,
but could be reached at a certain num-than most aonsati's work.'I'm Pure-be true with us. It's never true where
"Why not!"
pointing.
ber. He called up that number
"But not, enough. Have you
Kazis nodded and smiled comthere is a real love to smooth the
"Why not?" she repeated slowly.
"The guide is corning. Let us hurry
ever
The response came in a low voice
noticed that the most iniportant
posedly.
way. And you and 1-we mustn't judge "There viould he nothing to fear up It is time for us to go."
aervthat even the telephone could not rob
kos
"This
are
is
kind,
always
indeed.
by our past, because we've never there, nothing to conceal. We could
the
Though
I
pooreat paid
"No!" lie sprang to his feet.
I
of its music for him. Ills heart leaped.
have often %Abed," Quinby
found the real love-until now."
stay until I have to go back to work."
"Please.- she put out an appealing ahould not," Quint)), bowed again to
sighed
Kezia!"
"that
Koala,
it
"blame
lay
TrulU
hi
for
"Yes. it is real. I think it is real."
being selfish."
my power to give every
"Longer, if you like it. You needn't hand, "let us not talk of it,
but hurry.
There ass a pause, then the low
Frotn her wistful viiicee he thought think of work."
We must go. I've thought it out, and He took the chair held out for him by deserving man and woman the just
talce came again • "Who is their
the
reward
waiter,
glancing from Mark's sun.
earned by their-service."
"Hut I muffeleehe smiled.
he had shaken her, lie pressed her
must it is best."
"This is Mark Truitt."
"MO" breathed Kazin. -that
hard. "Of course, It is. Thetis, don't live ,and I'm not a very rich Woman."
They breakfasted hurriedly and be- browni,c1 face to Kuala's., "I see you
would
Another watt, so long that be thought you see-"
"But I -"
gan the brief preparationsje leave, have both been out under the sun. be something to do."
the connection had been broken
• Quinby tent a benignant
Your party--"
"flush!" She laid a silencing hand putting the cabin in order and
:'No. If it Is reel. then I can't-4
smile- on
stow"Yes?"
"Has just separated. Mem. Whiting Kazis "Mrs. Whiting, you
daren't-- risk losing it. I haven't had over lits lips.
ing into the canoes the little they
must leave
"Is there any piece I eduld meet much, ever, except
me
is
to
an
let
me
-rather
fidtirves
informa
It
lly,
was
As
easily
it happens. I am
theelove--I mustn't
to be
arranged. He dropped would need on the trip down -the river.
you--by accident!"
sure-convoy her borne."
a trustee, and it may be,
lusts it. And you dont know-I'm not a note to Henley which led the la:ter They were soon ready
an influence
"Is there any ration for an acel-; fine and •
In
"And
the
what
It,
of
Todd
since
no one is the
hospital eurely the' prolever and cultured, like-like,
They were about to embark when
dente**
wiser?
tension
The.
convent
of healing offer* a woman
ions," Quinby witthe. %einem you've liawn
i Kazis, without explanation, turned and
You'd see
a
"If you think note -there is none. , the lacks.Sho• was beeotelliet inwent back to the cabin, Many min- tily accepted the explanation. "are larger-and a better paid -field that
.
Are you still there"
only
for public consumption, though I mere individual nursing'!"
coherent -"Oh, dun t try to persuade.
or. a pa,sed and she did rot reappear.
"Yea.
. You can corne here" She me You only snake ft
"To tlaise ashes are
Tlien Mark followed her. He found -betng in the public eye, so to speak
hard. I've been
fitted."
gave aszetteress
"You am o modert, o,f eoUrse.
tiuitukiug or t.bia and of when yested
her lying prone on the pile of pine -may rarely ignore them. So you,
Hut
"This evening?"'
too, are front our city, Mrs. Whiting?" am sure I have not
come-- eo lorig' Anee know." ,
Numbs that had been their couch, face
Judged you ttic
"If you wish . . . Good-by "
Karla
admitte
d
generuua
it.
ly.'•
But he did try is, persuade her And
buried in her arms. Harsh dry sobs
He alighted fromes car that eve- longing lent
"Al)! I wish I had known last night
lie led Karla to a
him eloquence, as he plc
Shook her.
big cushioned
ning before a big but unpretentious toted
that you were here, The governor- chair at the observa
for her their love, triumphant
With a cry ho dropped to his knees
tion end of the
apartment bouee in one of the city's over
genera
l-"
car,
The
phrase roiled linger-.
had the Sap brie.;
the starving years. of separation,
bearde her, gently, stroking her hair,
megazines and
quieter neighborhoodn. Three stories ; triumph
Ingly on his lips "The governor-gening again over the vexatious
trying to soothe her grief. He pleaded
above the street he came to a door on Problem
era'
'gave
a reception. You would
la
e•te''
13; nbl‘
ac
.kis in the chair, sailitng
of daily intimacy.
with her to stay.
ettle.h was her card lie knocked.
have been pleased. I am sure., to see thhetr hthailks up to
1
Slowly it cane- to him that shi
Soon she had regained control. She
him. as frankly lae
She open,ed the door
how our city, in my person, was hon- If sh'e had not a
For many meant her refusal
sat up, facing him.
He released her
eurepected secret:a
seconds they stood looking at each ! and
ored."
brazen
out.
The:
drew back, so suddenly that she
"frow can you think of going? Back
philanthropist mailed
other, motionleas, speecbless. . . He I swayed
"I'm very pure of it. Plcatie tell us back- -and the light
.and almost fell..
there we won't find It as It has been
In his eyes, as
broke the illevese, in a strange greet- 1
it."
they
swept
the figure beneath
"Then it onlv means that you don't
here."
them
ing that epoke of siTself.
alTauut
told
arm
them
about it, with a
not philanthropy
love me if. you did, you wouldn't
"We must," she answered. "And
"How often 1 remember you ,.o-on
wealth of detail,
His smile became
count -the rick."
now, while it's still perfeet. It has
quizzical
He
the threshold!"
lint, under cover of his monologue leaned over and
"If you must believe that." she an
been that-not a thing to regret. I've
patted her hand. "You
"i thought it was your step," The,
Quinby was ehrewdly taking clock
swered aadly, -you must. _But it isn't!
crooded into two months happineps
of are a plucky %main, my dear I
have
his hearers and their situation, he a short memoryrieh color surged before.. the
; true. If I Muid forget the risk. I
- sometimes."
enough for a.lifetime. If I must
pay had not rt.:lased that first
Lion, lent meaning by his oeseetio
Ile
went
moment
le . shoulthet lode you as I do."
back
of
for it, I am willing. . . And you
to Mark.
s,V-ea
"Will you came LW"
Deteaying cunfualon. Suspicion,
"Truitt,. " he began,
He laughed harshly, and react:Ong
guided
• have given ,it to me. Do you think I
"does your ra
The quiet little sitting room was a ,
by instinct, retied Into con.iction.
covered
health mean that
haven't been how you've watched over
-for his hat. turned &ward the door.
•I
you are go
caress
Ana the event matched- Quinhy'
lie thought he had never ' Thee
ne
.
lbad
co
knint tokin
s
dreamed love had gone the way
'arne. thought only of me, to make it
iaoz
r .
sse!;;
found, e,yen In the wilderness, so lestneed. For in the very midday Of
hate
perfect for me?
of his beautiful philoeophy.
can
.never
forget triumph, whoa the
tut a place.
brilliancy and daz, ah..rtly. Ile had wItnessileie
that. And maybe, some. day, I shall
But at the door he looked back. Sht•
rdk'thaentgahC
s e
ing of his achievements promised
re
au
d
suppose," be said aloud. when I
was standing as he had left her, pale,
to just described.
have the chance to repay you. I pray
eclipse his better fortified but
they were seated, "It's part ,of the Wa•
"You
tenet
less
that
gel
may
I
have
in her eyes both fear and the glow of
the chance." '
hack. You are
original rival in beneficence, a
tery of e.ersonality."
cloud Have you kept Track of our needed
"It is I who will have to repay you.
the name he had lighted. The hand,
labor it
no bigger than a man's hand had
"What is?"
elation'?
"
Jutting
Point They Found a De- But why leave such happiness' Let
held out to him in 'Involuntary ges- On a
above the horizon. Arid if that crept
• This room
It's the homiest I've tures-was trembli
cloud
UP stay here, where. love is free and
serted &stem
ng vikibly.
grew bigger. .not MacGregor
ever been isle
Quo
-N
inb
'y pkete bed Mit
but
clean And strong."
"Why- -do you go?"
situation, with
Quinby himself might be
to to I:. so that his chtinsel had been
you like It. I've had it
eclipsed- a terseness of which
-If we only- could! lltit we must go
"But you said-", Mark had not
and, alas! forever. ' A crisis,
for years. I !appose I oughtn'tto keep
taken and Mark had stone away to let Beeause it wouldn'
then,
"I didn't say-I wouldn't love you."
t stay perfect. There, when
"harmony" more than ever
It. beerier:. I don't get much good of
gossip run its course' and die. 'Karla
was betiev4iThetinlit7Pft
are storms even in the wilderness. A needed
lie laughed main. "What is loveeab
sN
IPT
.INI•El e
In his forces. There are.
It except in vacation. Rut I like to
had no explanations to make
Queasy
time would come-you are a man- grateful
by itself?"
ly
thought
think °tette es a place to come back
, more. wive than \
They 'met in Termite and there took when love worth:In
-We could." pitifully she put forth
_pipe Worth elatf
a Jos enough. You one of
insuring harmony. He felt
Mellon
a train together They alightell for to would begin
of
the suggestleal/
to want other men. Yeri his whip
Among the royal treasurDollars
1
4"we'could be friends."
.and got ready to Crick
es of Per
the
north
-You're on your vacation now?"
at
a
rude
little
lumber
it.,
town would chafe against the loneliness and
"Friends! I m no bloodleas poet. I
sta
is
a
pipe
set
Poring a temporary lull
with diamonds, to
here the smell of fresh -sawn lumber, inaction
"Yes I have a long one this year. - wantea
Katie.' idea and emeralds,
. We would go gladly then pleadin
whole love."
g some unfinished,
ap_tha- value. It is
mingled with the fragranoe ef balsam, and
I take only Doctor Wolfs castes now,
'packing. seotemeted, et
we could look back on (Ma only
Her hungering look was calling him,
no less than
made Ser escape
swept etewe a lees narrow lake After
and he Is abroad for the summer."
Quinhy's eye fol- -Title
tio00.000
drawing -him across the room to her.
as R dream that failed. Bet now-oh. lowed
PIP.;
was made for the
her admiringly to the door,
onesnight in the, borntee
leeited ba(714 in the chair to.which It bade him take
late shah.
at
that and It Is Said to
I shall have something to remember! bent
her. He toodt her,,
he
upon
Mark
to
a
%%
even, more valhose simple min
look•An which re
ehe had assigned hen and watched wonderingly, dazed
n vet oc- And you will have something to rememuable than his famous
by the seeming curred
proof and a -certain pondero
to question the statue of his
sword in the
her under cover of their incemaequen- surrender. In his clap
us wag- matter of
ber. .
See! You' know I'm right. (Wines' struggl
she seemed to Yankee
swiped,.
it
is said that thus
ed for the upper hand.
guests, they started up the
ttal chat.
,
. . Como."
find a my courage,.
garkwa
r
of
"Ah!
Truitt! A sad dog, I
!Lamle:Rho, on the
lake' by tame. with a guide who was
.Whyelid EOU-ask me to come borer
tear." .
flees-Then-then-A. Will give
eit the coronation
"Not at ail." said Mark coldly,
of George V in
.
.lif.eause! I didn't witet you to whole iove--If you Will takeemyou a to leave them sitell they had mad;" a
CHAPTER e)(11,
India,
meted
e as I
to hie fame by
Quinhy was blandly skeptile
• thinle-" She paused Uncertainly
ale
steibbtn
-. !• Int,"
-•
•
inonsrch, possesew
•
And you, brown amain !menn.
PeF
anibeg
fro
Thn'
"
the novel•Ptie
,to and Melt May to
ovmsAyeilledrienklf
at break- hoUs
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fast
Slime
at
•
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woods
wah
with it woman belt are
without i•loird or flaw.
• board of me Iatob, Ttlarilk -yed..Kagte, MIMI! Ten IsUrt
egg'
In Cetneda's raided. thinklag there cloak!, ise en
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lake listieviWedstiU turthor seivoi still sate.
me
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THE CHARM
OF MOTHERHOOD

SOUPS THAT WILL BE LIKED

CALOMEL SICKENS! IT SALIVATES! I
similluous coNsTipATEg : :,:T,.'i:, ix:

Greek Meets Greek.
The two oldie, inhabitantio CC
,
Far the Colder Days There is Nett,.
, very Ignerant, neither of them being
lag Netter Than That Made With
hle «veil to tell the tine. of daiv
A
Pleas—Other Suggestions.
inn's
00N PT
hi:11W a :
4 11:r; heZulail
To make thick pea soup wash and
One day, before the crowd at the earMrs. Nellie
E..nhanced By Perfect'Myst. soak overnight one pint of split peas
ner store, old Pete, being slightly
C•iirt•r, M
Guarantee
"Oodebn's
ne"
I
Liver
To
Will
You
Give
the
Liver
Best
morning
Next
put thme into a pot
jealous of such wealth and wishing
cal Health.
Franklin Ave..
with two cleans of water Meantime and Bowel Cleansing You Ever, Had—Don't Lose a Day's Workl to embarrass his rival, said. "Ber•
Norwalk, Conn,
writes. "PeroItch, what time have you got?"
The experimme of Motherhood is a bye fry until brown two sliced onions and
Calomel makes you sick; yew loge a under my personal au•rantee that it
n& has done
The other old fellow drew out his
Ing one to most women and marks dis- • head of celery in two ounces of day 's work.
Calomel
quicksilver
Is
will i lean your sluggish liter better watch and turned its face toward
wonders foe
tinctly an epoch in their lives. Not one clartflod dripping l'ut them in with
his
and It salivates; calomel injures your than nasty calomel, it won't mike you
my boy. leanitinuimitor -There she be!" be exwoman in a hundred is prepared or un- the peas and two Miceli of bread cut
praise It
not
sick and you can eat anything you claimed
derstands how to properly care for her- diagonally, a teaspoonful of salt and
enough.
If
you
are
bilious,
fed
lazy,
sluggish
want
salivated
without
being
halt
Your
that amount of pepper
self. Of course nearly every WOMAN
Mies
Pete was almost at • loss, but be
"I think it le
Iliewadays has medical treatment at ouch to the boll, simmer for one and a and all knocked out. If your bowels druggist guarantees that each spoonful made a meg:OM-eta effort and retortthe beet mediare
constipated
and
your
head
aches
times, hut many approach the experi- half hours, nib through • sieve, add
will start your liver, clean your bowels 1141 - Marne if she ain•t!"—E.ery• eine on earth. Let me tell you why I
ence with an organism unfitted for the one pound of mashed potatoes, return or stomach is sour, Just take a spoon- and straighten you up by morning or body's Masashi,.
think so.
ful
of
harmless
liodeon's
Liver
Tone you can have your money back ChB
trial of strength, and when it is over It all to the pot and bring once more
"My son has been afflicted with caher system has received a shock from just to the boilfug point
tarrh since he was a baby eve aloof ne
Strain if Instead of using sickening, salivating dren gladly take Dodnon's Liver Tune
Poor Material in His Promises.
old, so that for years I had to watch
which it is hard to recover. Following desired
If the • oup Is not thick calomel Dociron's Liver Tone Is real becauen it is pleasant tasting and
"11 hen we were warn'd." sobbed him all night long, and keep his
right upon this comes the nervous attain enough add a tablespoonful each of liver medicine. You'll know it next doesn't gripe or cramp
Or
make
them
young
said
the
he
wife,
"he
loved me mouth open so he could breathe, as
of caring for the child, ant • distinct flour and butter rubbed together and morning because you will wake up
sick
with a love more enduring than the he could not breaths through Ns nose
feeling
fine,
change In the mother results.
your
liver
will
be
work.
let the soup heat for fl•e minutes
"He ham always been very delicate.
I am selling millione of bottles of everlasting granite!"
Ing. your headache and dizziners gone,
-Since he commenced taking the
There is nothing more charming than longer. Thie lump is very nutritious
"And
didn't
it
queried
last"
the
your
Dodson's
Tone
Liver
stomach will be sweet and your
to people who
reruns I can go to bed and sleep ale
&happy and healthy mother of children. and would take the place of meat
sympathizing
frieud.
For a we'd cabbage soup remove bowels regular. I ou will root like have found that this pleasant, veg...
MI indeed child-birth under the right
'lest'" echoed the young wife, dry- night."
conditions need be no hazard to health or the outer leaves from two small cab- working. You'll be cheerful; full of table liver medicine takes the place ing her tears; "it didn't last as long
Of dangerous calomel Buy one bottle
beauty. The unexplainable thing is bages and cut into shreds with half a vigor and ambition.
as a wood pavement!"
Your druggist or dealer sells you a On my attend, reliable guarantee Ask
that, with all the evidence of shattered head of celery. Soak in boiling water
••burt brealb,often gyres entlr•pel:ei
60-oent
bottle
of
L.Mdson's
Liver Tone your druggist or storekeeper about me.
islitotAkday• Trialtrestutents.ntFtm
nerves and broken health resulting from for ten minutes, drain and cool In
A mean man Isn't alstt o a in a II of
Or THOMAS IL OMEN Socneerme to
an unprepared condition, and with am- fresh boiling water for ten minutes.
Pc N.H.Greens Sons, bee 0,*art"Ila,
Whom
Together.
Dodge
Hate
Joined
ple time in which to prepare, women Once more drain met place in a pan
GETTING
DOWN
TO
THE
FACTS
A contributor sends in tide clipwill persist in going blindly to the trial. with two pinta of Work or water, one
ping from the Kobel& Midget, a paper
Every woman at this time should rely ounce of finely minced sweet herbs publiehed In the island of Maul. one Of Relic Which Mr. Bradley Valued So
Highly Was Not Altogether
upon Lydia E. Pinkharn's Vegetable Ind pepper and salt to tact.'. Then the line allan group. Ile explains
a Present.
Compound, a most valuable tonic and bri_pg to a boll and simmer for fifteen that %ultimo" is ilaeallan for worn.
or twenty minutes Serve with grated an, Kane" for
Invigorator of the female organism.
man, and "pau" for
Said Mr. Bradley: "I think X good
cheese.
enough:
In many homes
deal of this rocking chair. It's made
Potato soup is good and cheap, esRev.
II
Dodge
II
of
!e:
Walluku
the
is
once childless there
from wood that grow on a farm In
pecially If made without meat; al• most resourceful
man of Maul
Re- Virginia once owned by W Wash'
are now children lyethough scraps of meat Or gravy may cently a Japanese couple came
For Infanta and Children.
to Mr.
cause of the fact
Ington."
be added If liked. Cut three medium' Dodge with a request
in the elgti lan•
that Lydia E. Pink"I don't see anything extrnorditiary
sized potatoes into thin slices, add guage that he make them
man and
ham's Vegetable
about it.'' said Parke, "except that ita
one small slice onion and a handful wife. They couldn't
talk English fluCompound makes
big and ugly. How much' did it cost
of rice. Boil in water eurticient to ently and Mr. Dodge cannot
talk Japwomen normal,
cover Parsley heightens the flavor, atietios. mo he conducted the ceremony you!"
1;:t
healthy and strong.
but It should...be lifted out when well AS folloW11:
"Nothing. That's the beauty of It.
Atcoluat.-3 PER CENT
A friend of mine in Washington sent
"You like wahine?"
If you want special advice write to cooked When .the potatoes are done
Megetable Preparation ferAs•
it to me. There's nothing like hayLydia E. Pinkham Medicine Co.(molls blend a ;dere of butter the size of an
"Yes."
smIIoiuI theFoodandRegula
ing good friends."
&titbit) Lynn, Ram. Your letter will egg with browned flour and stir It
"Ilicrieby no kickolit!':
img
the Stomachs and Bow.ls
soup.
,
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into
This
suppose
I
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not.
lie
color
a
did
How
rich
Opened,
"No
read sod answered by a
he
woman and hold In strict eoultdeileo, and appetizing flavor. Milk may be
"You like this Mine?" to if.' woman send it?"
added, but it should be sparingly
"Itv express. Quite a relic. Isn't
"Yes."
used. You may add carrots, beans.
it' Wood grew on ono of 0. Wash-kickont?"
"Itimeby
no
Glory.
Promotes Digestion,Chterfulpeas and other left-over-vegetables to
"You paid the express- charges, I
Some warriors, having been at we.:
ness and Rest Contains neither
such soup. Drop dumplings are nice
suppose?"
_
•
,7Pule_fpray).
quite awhile, were beginning to tire
Opium.Morphine nor Mineral
to serve with this soup: - Take one
-Or course.' Wood grim`on a farm
of the sport.
NOT NARCOTIC
egg, one-half eggshell of water, a
that
once
belonged-to
George—"
"There's glory enough for all!" ex.
pinch of salt and one teaspoonful of
/a.;tee.(04‘(534.,Trilt7C,Cie
"How much was the—"
claimed the more impulsive among
-RASH
FINE
BABY'S
ON
BODY 'Farm that once belonged 'to
baking powder. Add enough flour to
S.../ •
them.
make a dough that will drop easily
George Washington In Virginia. It
But others were more cautious
148+141.Jab 1341
Parkwood
Pl.,
WashingN.
W.,
.4w re
•
'Let's keep on killing and desolating from a teaspoon. Remove when they ton, D.('.—"When my babe was about Isn't every - day you can—"
lipareemal
"How much expressage did you--"
awhile longer and make sure'" urged rise to the top of the soup.
two weeks old I noticed a scurf on her
'Isn't every day you can see a
Maw Se.
these.
scalp which gradually grew worse. It
reatai eye.
rocking chair made out of wood grown
ce
11,,e4firoris
It was the counsel of prudence REALLY
FIRST-CLASS SOUP started with a fine rash over head and on
a farm that Once belonged to
whiCh prevailed. the world being watbody and made her very restless at
ReInerY for Constipn
ti441
tled that the conditions were not, as Ingredients and Directions for Making night. The rash left the thick scurf
Stomach.Diarrhoea,
lion,
Sour
"What
;;IT
express
charges
ditilterbave
Vegetable
yet, quite ripe for peace
Puree, Liked by
On her head. We used,.
Konvulsions.Feve
rishWorms
pay!"
1
to
Everybody.
and other remedies recommended by
"Eight dollars •and seventy-five
ness and LOSS OF SILEEP
friends, but nothing seemed to do any
Lucky Hubby.
cents," said Bradley, With visible reAny vegetable puree can be pre. good.
Mrs Green—Do you ever flatter
F. Suede Signature 01
luctance.
pared as follows: Melt one ounce of
your husband?
"This continued until she was three
.1
Mrs. Wyse- -Yes, I sometimes ask well clarified dripping in a pan and months old and by that time it formed
his advice about things.—Boston Trait- cook In it till tender, but without sort of a crust, so that her scalp never HINT EASY TO UNDERSTAND
' THE CENTAUR COP1PANY,
coloring, four ounces of onions, two looked clean. Nothing helped until
ecript.
NEW YORK.
rt I
ounces of .celery and a bunch of we used the Cuticura Soap to bathe English Farmer Had _Made Old Misherbs; then in five minutes lay in one her and Cutieura Ointment to anoint
Atib months.
ft
take of Counting Chickens Be4actand of potatoes, carrots, turnips, her. They acted like magic, clearing
fore They Were Hatched.
Dos's —35CEN
— etc., according to what you wish to the scalp entirely. The trouble dis&MOWN'S
ENS
use, peeled and cut up. corer down appeared." (Signed) Mrs. H. L. A.
An old farmer In the Midlands was
SentS
44GuaranteN1 under lite Foods
the pan and let It continue to cook derson. Mar. 20, 1914.
02.60, it 113.50
anxious to marry, but could not make
$135, $4, $4.50
Exact Copy of WreopeT
for twelve to fifteen minutes longer,
IMO '•11,,,,, •00.•••••• 1.•••• •0111•
Cuticura Soap and Ointment sold up his mind between the charms of a
and $500
shaking the pan now and again to throughout the world. Sample of each certain comely widow in the neighBOYS SHOES
prevent the vegetables burning; then free,w ith 32-p. Skin Book. Address Post- borhood and her equally charming
$2.25, $250
ISM/ add a
81001 $3.50
quart of liquid, with a few pep- card "Cuticura. Dept. L, Boston."—Adv. daughter.
percorns and seasoning, and let it all
At last he resolved to let chance
Over
Vass
How Ice Man Got the Booze.
solve the problem.
150
sad simmer till tender (for about one and
The day was hot and the patient ire
3 NO 6 noses often core
Styles
Widths a half hours). then rub it through
"I'll ax th' one I fust sees a-goin•
One I6-cent bolt le SPOUN'S guaranteed to core a cam
the sieve, reheat, add a mixture of 'man had taken his usual care in got' In." he muttered, and off he started on
sale figr any mare. horse or CO 1
I tosen bo•tlr•s so. Wet It of druggist& herons. dea;ere or diregt
flour and milk and use. For the mix- the ice In the box Just right and his amatory errand. But when he .armanufacturer,. express pald.
811
.
1.3111414 1. the beat preventive of all ft ram of distemper
ture rub a little flour, say a dessert- then moppingaitet the little water that rived both mother and daughter were
ME.DICALCO.,
spoonful, smooth with some cold milk, got on the floor in the operation. He sitting in the doorway.
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a
water
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"Dang it!" he cried. "Ile-e was
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• Stork's Good Memory.
soup and let it all cook for five min served to be rewarded.
comIn' to ax one o"ee to marry me,
While visiting the Berlin zoological
"Here Is a bottle of beer: you need an' I swore the fust 'un
utes longer.
, YOU C•N SAVE MONET IT
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'
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WEARING W. L. DOUGLAS $EGER.
gardens, sa3 s Lustige 1ilattr, little
it on a hot day like this," said the the chance. But there
ye both be
Item SI year* W.L. Douglas has guaranteed the
And It only cost too 111.00
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ing
Wear-Proof
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all the sockeye salmon eggs in
3200
ecided salad oil economy is ob'
tray., as. has been the custom hereto
taid b mixing with a quart of the Chestnut €L,Philadelphia, Pa.—Adv.
fore, a plan was adopted more in
cot nseed oil, a few ounces of
keeping with the natural methods folRatio In Congress.
p
olive oil for imparting richness
This ratio of representation in the lowed by the Bah. The eggs, after
of avoring. The nutritive qualities
You are nervous. You have alm,ing spells." You are
of he two are about the same, and to totter house of congress at Washing' having been inoculated with the
changed since the lymph, were buried under fire to.sevdejected. You don't sleep well. You have backache. You
aotne persons this mixture is more ap- ton has
17S9,
en
when
Mabee of eared and gravel. Over
the Constitution began
petizing than the rather pungent fie year
have lost ambition for your work. You are beginning to
its work, the ration was 30,000 to the :00,000 ow, were thus treated In tanks
Yor of the plain olive oil.
fed old and look old
representative. In 1910 the ratio was especially made therefor, and as a reThese symptom, more than Skew, are proctored by some
210.000 to the representative. If the suit. ISR.000 healthy fry have been
wealmess.
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If cream soups and purees are allowed to stand, they separate unless lower Name would in time become too to follow. This is a splendid record,
bound together. To bind a soup melt numerous tor business It is for the as compared with the old pan syshotter, and when bubbling add an pursmae of keeptng the membership tem. and It is bettered by the experts
(he Tablet or Liquid Form)
equal quantity of flour; when well within reasonable bounds that the ra- that the new method will revolutiontetll aid you in regaining youthful health and shongth—yos. as it has been
made
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to
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ize
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pace
business
with
of
the
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hatcheries
mixed add to boiling soup, stirring
doing for over forty years for women who have been tn the urn* condition of
tion
well.
health you now find yourself. It soothes and invigorates. It upbuilde and uplifts.
Most of us need the money barauoie
Your medicine dozier will supply you In tablet or liquid form, or send 50
They Began Early..
that is what money Is for.
one-coot stamps for trial boa.
Address Dr. R. V. Pierce, Buffalo, N. Y.
Wrap Up Moat.
Dentist —When did your teeth first
A noted book advises after roasting begin troubling you?
Arm yourself with a dark lantern
Dr. Iliwo's Maud Pellets MAIN SloMedi. !jeer
Veneta fag L. Ma.
a piece of meat that is to be served
Patient—When I was cutUng 'them. when looking for honor among thieves
cold to wrap it In cheesecloth while it
is still hot This will prevent it froM
drying out and loosing flavor. .
RAJAR film ronts yt;t1 the swipe as any
A Tea Hint. •
•
other. We de. lop it free. Send stamps
IC* Intep of sugar to put in the tow
ftW a t.011.todaY. we pay the postage. pet
when maktur tea ft wnt prOYSEI
Independent Phil. Optical C*. Ita staffing the table cover" if spilled.
115 N. Sixth Street. Si, Louie. Mo
If Tours is fluttering or weak. uois RENOVINE. Mists by Von
Ifloot-Illsoitellitlell Drag/Os, 1111MWSNIS. TONS. PHINISIA/0
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Two Wet aad Four Dry.
Chicago. Nov. 4.—Four of the
six states that voted Tuesday on
prohibitionf according latest returns, decided to forbid the sale
Of alcoholic beverages, and two
voted to retain saloons.
Ohio and California kept their,
saloons, while Washington, Colo.
rado, Oregon and Arizona closed
theirs.
Unofficial returns from Arizona show that saloons were voted
out, the women aiding materially in reaching this result.
The vote on saloons in Colorado is so close that the result is
in doubt, but precincts to be
'1 heard from are mostly outside
' the cities. Prohibitionists say
later returns from farming counties will doom saloons.
Ohio retained :saloons by a
good majority and adopted a
. home rule amendment that was
, recognized as a saloon measure.
1 Missouri defeated the county
1 unit system of local Option,
which precluded the rural vote
on saloons in option elections.
1 - National headquarters of the
Woman's Christian Temperence
! Union inIChicago today received
returns from workers, in the
;
states affected by the election.
News that was declared to be
'encouraging came from all the
states concerned, the defeats in
ithe three states being offset, the
reports said, ,by indications of
progress over previous conditions.
One of the typical messages
received was the following from
Colorado: Hallelujah, the crest
of the continent is white: Colorado gone dry.
Best Cough Medicine for Children.
----Three years ago when I was
-y
'living in Pittsburg onii-O-r-m
1
Ichildren had a hard cold and
'coughed dreadfully. Upon the
advice of a ckuggiat I purchased
SATISFACTION GUARANTEED
a bottle of CHtenberlian's Ciaugh
;Remedy and inberiefited him at
' once. I find it he best cough
medicine for children because it
defeat of the voting franchise is pleasant to take. They do not
to the women in all states con- object to taking it," writes Mrs.
,! Lafayette Tuck, Horner City, Pa.
cerr ed.
Montana and Nevada, accord- , This remedy contains no opium
ing to the latest returns, grant- or other narcotic, and may be
Just because you are feeling ed votes to women, while Ne- given to a child as confidently as
the ill effects of a torpid liver is braska showed such a small vote to an adult. Sold by all dealers.
no excuse fer buying a harmful proposal that the women claim- ,
Card of flasks.
medicine that has brought phys- ed the state. Missouri, OhioS
ical decay to thousands. Calo- and North and South Dakota reWe take this method of thankmel is dangerous and as anyone fused to grant equal suffrage. -ing our neighbors and friends,
In Montana the official count
knows has very disagreeable and
for their kindness shown -us in
weakening after-effects. Medi- will be neccessary to decide the the time of death of our dear
cal science has found a natural, outcome, but the women have a husband and father at the home
vegetable remedy, GRIGSBY'S slight lead on unofficial and in- of one of his children. To. the,
L1V-VER-LAX that thoroughly complete retur no.
people around Elm Grove we
cleanses the liver and bowels In Nevada, which seems won shall ever feel grateful for their I
without causing any bad feeling. to the cause of equal suf- kind assistance in such a trying'
Children can take it with perfect frage, 105'precincee out of 244/ hour. To the people„in the visafety. Every bottle guaran- gave 3,619 votes for women's cinity where our husband and
teed. 50e and $1 a bottle. None votes and 2,508 against.
father met death, we eaSend our ;
genuine without. the likeness and
The effect of women's votes heatfelt thanks for such appresignature of L. K. Grigsby. on prohibition in Tuesday's el- ciation shown us by you. May:
ection indicated that women do our Creator bless each of you all
For sale by E. D. Miller.
'not-unanimously oppose saloons. is the prayers of your friends.—
t
Give Votes to Women.
Election in Calloway a Tame Affair. Sarah Falwell and children.
Chicago, Nov. 4.—Wornan sufRemarkable Cure of Croup.
frage leaders rejoiced tonight
But little interest was maniwhen belated returns indicatei
fest
in the election here in Cal- "Last winter when my little
that votes for women apparentloway last Tuesday and as a re.- boy had croup I got him a battle
ly had been_granted irustwa oF
stilt a very light Vote wa'S polled. of Chamberlain's Cough Remethe seven states votir'il on the
2.400 votes being dy. I honestly believe it saved
approximately
question in Tueeday's election,
ith a third state still in deuht. cast. A democratic majority of his life," writes Mrs. J. B. Cook
. Indiana. Pa. "keit% the phlegm
First returns had indicated -about 1,400 resail!el.
and relieved his couAing spells.
, 1 am most greatful for.what this
• remedy has done for him." For
sale by all dealers.
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THE STICK TO THE RIB KIND
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NOVEMBER,

The Month of Shopping

This month should be your
biggest shopping month. Prepare
for Xmas, New Ideas and many
specially attractive values offered.
Come pay us a visit this month.

•

Our Art Department offers many attractive Fancy Novelties.

A WHOLE_ WEEK, 6 DAYS,

l

I

Our Suit Department, many Suits at
wonderfully low prices.

Beginning Monday, the 9th, inst.
DOUBLE EXTRA CASH PRICES,
not confined to a certain section, nor limited to a
-Certain time. that all the folks from everywhere
cannot share the good things.

Our Millinery Department, Hats of
style preeminence at exceptionally moderate figures.

,7

A spread for everybody with ample time
for all who will, to participate. Doors open from
early mom—till—laW at night. Don't mention
charge, phone or approval business, "None of it
in this."

WE PA.Y YOUR FARE
THROUGH REBATE PLANS

If You Cannot Come Mail
or Phone us Your Orders

Heavy yard-wide Brown Domestic,
20 yard limit, 4 3-4c.
Hoosier Brown Domestic, 25 yard
limit in bills only, 5c.
10 cent Cotton Flannel or Domet
in black and white, and brown
and white mix, at 7 1-2c.
121-2 cent Heavy Domet or Cotton
Flannel, at 9c.
Very best heavy Ticking, clear of
starch, none better and a feather holder, 17 1-2c.

Acts Surely, Safely.!

8 1-3 cent Apron Check Gingham,
al 6c.

-

't•

mei, .Errealyptol. Camphor, and Tine
ar cernbinzd by a special proillees. so
tkall they &re vaporised ellen
ick's is
.q.fls4So the beat of the body. Them
*apses oSia the sir peedeatt, loom the

VICKT-pncTs4.`rn% SALI7E

75 pairs Womens' and Childrens'
Fine Shoes, broken in sizes,
nearly all 2 1-2 to 3 1-2 in the
Womens', and $1.50 to $3.00
goods, all carried and not in
style, choice for 85c.

These specials mentioned, but in connection
we have something less than a million other bargains. It's up to you to see after this proposition.
EGGS !4c OR MORE
Yours for serving all the-people all the time.
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What's an Editor?

A little village boy was given
the stunt by his father to write
an essay on (ditors, and here is
the result:
'Don't know how newspapers
came to be in the world. I don't
think God does forge hairit got
nothing to say about them and
edituas in the Bible. I think
the editor is one of the missing
stayed, in
TWVIC as the vapors arising may he in- links you read of and
haled aft night long. In addition Viels
'
s the flood and then came out and
is..abanrbeit, theiligh the pores, takiag
nut the tightness and norecifill. Three wrote the thing up and has been
ri.acti-25e, ti0o, ana $1.00.
here ever since. I don't think
-.tie ever
_rnrv.
"1 never saw a dead one and

phlegm—And heal Vs, inflamed mucous
External Treatment--Retnens'..rene.
•
111044 by Inhalation and Absorptiors.
.r Catarrh nntl Fiend Cohla tnelt
No Stomach Dosing.
little in t spoon and inhale the vapor..
.%1,40 apply well op tho noatrik. For
9-or years tr., lave-barn rinsinz rinr:
llav Fever follow the above
to
tho :r..trIttti..ns and also nib well over the
Core'
Mires
vapor
that
164
treatment* Sr. quicker
eoloron. thus relaxing the nerAAA do not disturb the gtomad.!. hie yoga
For .11roneisitia, Sore
triable has brin that the old nwt Ilona hreat,ten.kun.
and deep
reads, apply well
of administering the-.e vapors auch 'et4 over chest and throats
openetz alto
sayer lamp.. etc., were very ettniwr nom!' by applicatiom of bi'it.wet.tovo*Ig.
rouse. Viek's•**Vari-O-Ruls" Croup and ti,-n reset with 4 *arm (Limpet Moth.
Parsolsonlis Salve contains Menthol„ Thy- lt-s
ilie covering Ionise arlsiinit the

$3.50 Great Big Heavy Woolen Bed
Blankets, $2.65 a pair.
10 cent Heavy Shirtini, 8 1-2c.
P
$5.50 9x12 Ingrain Reversible Druggett, $3.90.
$1.25 Womens' Ready to - WeaV
Hats, 95c.
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